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3.  Grating Spectroscopy Science Goals

* fast spectroscopy of interacting binaries
* echo-mapping of X-ray binaries, particularly outbursting BH systems
* quiescent spectroscopy of transients for mass determination
* doppler tomography of accretion discs in CVs and LMXBs
* monitoring long-term variability of massive X-ray binaries
* compact object populations in LMC/SMC

* spectroscopy on newly emerged clusters in massive star formation regions to determine
spectral types, distances to star formation regions, IMF etc. 

* detailed absorption line studies of the dynamics and chemistry of nearby galaxies.
* planetary nebulae as probes of galaxy dynamics.

* spectroscopy of high-z and nearby galaxies
* spectroscopy. of gravitational lensed objects
* galaxy dynamics
* group/cluster galaxies
* AGN and host galaxies; emission and absorption line spectroscopy
* spectropolarimetry

* time resolved low-medium (R=2000-6000) dispersion spectroscopy of accretion powered
binary stars (e.g. CVs, LMXBs)

* multi-object spectroscopy of X-ray sources

* identification and redshifts for faint X-ray sources

* phase resolved spectra of CV emission lines.

* investigate the origin of the emission lines in LINERs (active nucleus and  'duty-cycle'
hypothesis).

* perform a full study on H-alpha emission from LINERs in order to establish  the origin on the
differences in width and of the double peaks found in some  cases. Spectropolarimetry in
this case would compliment the study perfectly

* investigate the origin of the narrow emission lines found in Narrow Line Seyfert 1 galaxies -
are outflows common?

* optical follow-up and identification of new sources serendipitously  discovered at other
wavelengths (especially UV or X-rays).



* simultaneous observations of AGN with those scheduled at other wavelengths.
* monitoring of AGN variability.

* stellar populations in starburst galaxies
* emission line abundances and physical condition diagnostics
* internal kinematics of galaxies

* Radially resolved spectroscopy of comet ions and neutrals
* Velocity resolved measurements of ions in comets
* Velocity resolved measurements of neutral-ion flow properties in the Io Torus

* AGN variability and luminosity function for 0.1 < z < 3
* intermediate-redshift cluster galaxy kinematics and stellar populations

* complementary MOS of point or extended targets found in Fabry-Perot tunable filter images of
quasar companions & z=1-2 galaxies

* characterize star formation histories of galaxies in the redshift range 0.5 < z < 1.   

* time resolved spectroscopy from Balmer jump to H alpha, time resolution of 1/10 Hz typical,
higher in imaging mode

* radial velocity work of distant/faint stars.

*  studies of H alpha profiles
*  blue end spectral classification
*  radial velocity studies

* velocity fields in planetary nebulae
* expansion velocities in giants and supergiant envelopes

* measure redshifts of galaxies in nearby (z<0.1) clusters for dynamical studies.
* measure redshifts of galaxies in distant (z~1) clusters from X-ray  and SZE surveys.
* optical spectroscopic follow-up identification of serendipitous X-ray sources in the Magellanic

Clouds.

* multi-object spectra over 8' field of view, 
* 3700-5007A at highest possible spectral res,

* spectroscopy of faint Cataclysmic Variables from the 2dF Survey
* radial Velocity Surveys of Extreme Horizontal Branch Stars in Globular Clusters  
* radial velocity surveys of White dwarfs and sdB stars
* high time resolution spectroscopy of bright cataclysmic variables.

* measure radial velocities with a precision of about 1 km/s for samples of a few hundred stars
with V < 20 in the outskirts of globular clusters and in a dwarf spheroidal galaxy



* measure mean velocity and velocity dispersion profile for nucleated dwarf galaxies out to
about the Virgo Cluster.

* medium resolution, optical spectra over a broad wavelength range and a large sky area, for
studying:

    - integrated stellar populations across nearby galaxies.
    - integrated stellar populations in more distant galaxies, in different environments.

* molecular spectra as a probe of stellar, circumstellar, nebular and cometary environments and
processes. 

* the diffuse interstellar band problem 

* high time resolution spectroscopy of cataclysmic variables in order to
   map the accretion disc structure using sophisticated model spectra
* high time resolution spectroscopy of magnetic cataclysmic variables in
   order to map accretion streams

* low resolution spectropolarimetry of supernovae
* high resolution spectropolarimery of emission lines in hot stars, pre-main sequence stars, and
AGB stars

4. Fabry-Perot Spectroscopy  Science Goals

* planetary nebulae as probes of galaxy dynamics

* internal velocity fields in galaxies
* star formation survey
* cluster search

* searching for emission line objects

* massive star-ISM interactions
* star cluster velocities
* Magellanic Cloud kinematics

* integrated emission from comet neutrals and Ions
* velocity resolved emission line studies in the Io Torus and from comet ions.

* full 8' images of very faint, diffuse emission line regions, (e.g., intergalactic HI clouds), which
would provide a 900 km/s bandwidth spectrum composed of 12 spectral resolution
elements for a resolution of 4K (75 km/s) or 24 elements for 8K (38 km/s).

* characterization of stellar and ionized gas velocity and velocity  dispersion fields in nearby
galaxies



* deep tunable filter imaging of 
 - quasar fields 
 - lower redshift mergers
 - AGN host galaxies in "weak" but diagnostic emission lines
* higher spectral R maps of emission-line profiles across star-forming regions (Herbig-Haro

Objects, proplyds)
* higher spectral R maps of gaseous kinematics and excitation gradients across AGN host

galaxies

* characterize the spatial distribution of star formation in galaxies at redshift 0.5 <z<1. 

* velocity structures and line widths in Magellanic Cloud supernova  remnants
 
* 8' imaging of galaxy clusters at intermediate redshifts in OII (3727) redshifted from 3727 to
8000A

* a search for emission line objects in globular clusters
* physical conditions in nova shells

* measure radial velocities with a precision of about 1 km/s for large samples (100's - 1000s) of
stars in globular clusters with V < 18.

* measure Ca line widths (preferably an IR triplet line) for large samples of stars in the few
globular clusters with significant variations in the abundances of heavy elements.

* spectral imaging of absorption lines in external galaxies, for studying chemical evolution and
star formation histories.

* the (narrow) diffuse band problem and IS absorption 

* Fabry-Perot imaging spectropolarimetry of CaII, KI, and NaI in Planetary Nebulae as a
magnetic diagnostic
* Fabry-Perot imaging spectropolarimetry of scattered H-alpha in nebulae

5.  Spectropolarimetry Science Goals

* spectropolarimetry of AGN

* searching for cyclotron features in magnetic CVs
* spectropolarimetry of mCVs emission lines
* multi-wavelength imaging polarimetry

* investigating the cyclotron emissions from magnetic cataclysmic variables through phase
resolved spectropolarimetry,

* obtain phase resolved, Zeeman spectroscopy, both photospheric and halo.



* investigate the difference in width of the H alpha emission lines in LINERs, testing whether a
similar 'unified model' to that of AGN could apply.

* dust color polarimetry of comet dust
* Hanle effect in the Io torus

* maps of scattered light profiles in AGN host galaxies

* narrow-band H alpha imaging polarimetry of supernova remnant shocks.

* spectropolarimetry of white dwarfs to detect magnetic fields
* spectropolarimetry of accretion discs to detect magnetic turbulence
* spectropolarimetry of magnetic cataclysmic variable stars
* spectropolarimetry of reflection effect binary stars

* low resolution grating spectropolarimetry of supernovae
* high resolution grating spectropolarimery of emission lines in hot  stars, pre-main sequence

stars, and AGB stars
* Fabry-Perot spectropolarimetry of CaII, KI, and NaI in  Planetary Nebulae as a magnetic

diagnostic
* Fabry-Perot spectropolarimetry of scattered H-alpha in nebulae and nearby galaxies
* Survey for intrinsically polarized objects and an interstellar  magnetic field map in the LMC,

using "imaging spectropolarimetry" (beam-splitter dispersion) mode

7. General Comments

*******
Time resolved studies with PFIS will be a real niche area of astrophysical research. Techniques
are necessary to ensure CCD readout time, data transfer, etc, are kept to a minimum. Flexible
architecture of the CCD is important (e.g. having the ability to handle multiple windows, on-chip
binning, charge shuffling, etc).

Nod & shuffle technique could be very beneficial for faint object work where accurate sky
subtraction is important. This could decrease the slit dimensions in the spatial direction, possibly
allowing for more slits ?

Spectropolarimetry mode should also support high-time resolution, as far as it can be pushed. 
Also, for efficiency in obtaining Stokes parameters, might require simultaneous use of ½ and 1/4
waveplates.

*********
I would like to better understand how lower resolution FP are capable of doing, e.g. stellar
kinematics in galaxy disks where features of interest are on scales of 10's of km/s, and of
scientific interest are line shapes as well as centroids.



I would like to see an option for image slicing, e.g. a 20x20 arcsec square remapped to 8 arcmin
x 1 arcsec slit. This would be a competitive and possibly superior way to achieve components of
the science program ©) described below ("A characterization of the stellar and ionized gas
velocity and velocity-dispersion fields in nearby galaxies"), as well as for work at higher
redshifts in cluster cores.

*********
It's essential that the FP mode support charge shuffling, tuning the etalon between broad
continuum band & narrower onband.  The new CS100 controllers from QI allow this to be done
entirely under computer control.  For slitlet observing, we need to support the nod & shuffle
technique to ensure optimal sky subtraction.  Neither of these modes requires a frame transfer
CCD.

*******
I think the R=6,000 to 12,000 area especially important as it seems very under-represented in
telescope instrumentation that I am aware of. There is often a jump from 3,000 to 30,000 without
much in  between.

*********


